
Customized, enterprise-level SAP Cloud 
Roadmap strategies and ROI analyses mapped 
to your companyʼs business objectives.

SAP Cloud Roadmap Consulting 
and Virtualization Services

SAP Cloud Computing is a game changer – bringing  new 
opportunity, flexibility and efficiency into the IT 
Landscape.  Although companies know that the time to 
start planning  their SAP Cloud strategy is now, with 
things changing so fast, it’s often difficult to know where 
to begin. What’s the best approach? Which Cloud 
strategy brings the greatest returns? 

What’s the ROI?

WFT SAP Cloud Roadmap Consulting  and Virtualization 
Services was created to answer all of those questions 
and help you devise a detailed Cloud strategy that works 
best for your company’s individual needs. Our team of 
experts studies your environment and identifies how you 
can get the greatest benefit from Cloud and virtualization 
today, then creates a roadmap for the future. Just as 
important, we’ll conduct an ROI analysis, so you can see 
the financial impact of your specific Cloud strategy 
before you make the change.



What We Deliver

During a customer engagement, our WFT SAP Cloud Roadmap 
Consulting and Virtualization Team evaluates your data center and 
key business processes, as well as your business goals. Weʼll 
identify the ideal workloads to transition to Cloud, and provide you 
with a ROI analysis of our recommended virtualization and Cloud 
deployment scenarios.

Our service includes these deliverables:

• ROI analysis identifying which applications would provide the best 
returns when migrated to a Cloud environment, including which 
business applications should remain on premises or could be 
moved to a hosted setting.

• A n e n t e r p r i s e - l e v e l C l o u d a d o p t i o n ro a d m a p a n d          
implementation plan, including  technology and resource 
requirements.

• An explanation of how the plan aligns with business strategy.

• Security strategies.

• Guidelines for deployment, security testing  and operational 
management.

SAP Cloud Roadmap Consulting and Virtualization Services

Where We Add Value

WFT brings a unique perspective to SAP Cloud for a number of reasons. First, we’re the first SAP Certified Cloud Services Partner to 
help enterprise customers with their Roadmap and Cloud strategies. For the past 10 years, we’ve been involved in the space, from SAP 
Infrastructure Integration, Virtualization, High Availability, SAP Disaster Recovery and SAP Re-Platforming  from Unix to X86  (Windows or 
Linux). All of these aspects of virtualization have matured into the SAP Cloud offering we see today.

The members of our SAP Cloud Consulting Team are truly experts in enterprise-level virtualization and Cloud. We understand the 
technology and security, and are skilled at devising a plan that maps to each individual company’s needs. In some cases that may be 
recommending virtualization as the first step. In other scenarios, the client may have a significant number of applications that are 
currently Cloud-ready.

It’s also important to note that our services don’t simply focus on the Private or Public Cloud. Whether you’re interested in building out 
your own Private Cloud infrastructure (On-Premise),  leveraging  a secure Public Cloud or using a Hybrid Model,  our team can 
recommend the optimum strategy and deployment techniques to get you where you need to go.

Contact Us
WFT Cloud Services
E-mail: wftsales@wftus.com"

Wharfedale Technologies Inc. (HQ)                      Sales & Marketing

2850 Brunswick Pike                                              Sales: wftsales@wftus.com

Lawrenceville NJ 08648                                          Contact : 888-533-3113
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